
Offset Drilling Data 
Drilling records for strategically located nearest 
neighbor U.S. and Gulf of Mexico wells.

Operators and Service Providers can:

 ‒ Identify best-in-class wells from offset data

 ‒ Improve design, planning and identify potential hazards quickly

 ‒ Maximize operational process and pre-planning potential

 ‒ Dramatically shorten analysis, AFE and bid time

IHS Markit Offset Drilling Data provides critical information for proper well design. 
This unique collection of data can help you understand what you may encounter 
sub-surface before starting an AFE.

Using Operator provided Tour Sheets, IHS Markit provides Drilling Curves (at depth) 
so performance analysts, drilling engineers, production engineers, operations 
and service providers can improve well program evaluation of even the deepest 
and longest wells from hours to minutes.  Improving drilling operations through 
improved information assists in cost control and safety.

This database of key wells provides you with extensive, detailed 
information so you can:

 ‒ Improve and Control costs

 ‒ Validate well drilling designs

 ‒ Enter a new play using previous  
drill information

 ‒ Understand best practices for  
existing plays

 ‒ Mitigate dangerous pressures  
during drilling

 ‒ Gather market intelligence for 
equipment and service sales

 ‒ Develop well controls

 ‒ Manage area of interest portfolios
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Offset Drilling Data helps service companies and Operators research, develop and determine 
the products and equipment they’ll need to drill the well, with information on:

 ‒ Depth vs. Time curves

 ‒ Mud recaps at depth

 ‒ Complete Bit Records at depth

 ‒ Drilling Equipment

 ‒ Casing Summary

 ‒ Time analysis

 ‒ Operational Notes taken directly from  
Tour Sheet

 ‒ Deviations

 ‒ Special drilling events, including 
unplanned NPT, all from spud to rig release

Offset Drilling Data is available in seven regions for the U.S. Lower 48 and  
Gulf of Mexico

Other Services
Subscribers to Offset Drilling Data can request an analysis of offset wells that are not currently 
in the IHS Markit database or in their own well database. Also, as an Operator, you can provide 
IHS Markit with your well Tour Sheets and in return, IHS Markit staff will extract data, provide 
data for further analysis and provide full drilling curves, and then hold the wells confidential 
for only the Operator to access for three years from the completion date. Use the Offset 
Drilling Data information to benchmark drilling performance. 

Delivery options:
 ‒ Available online for conducting searches and downloading in Excel, CSV, or PDFs

 ‒ Drilling Curves and available well data can be downloaded as PDFs and as  
scanned images

 ‒ Keep informed of new data via email alerts in Excel or PDF formats

“If you don’t fully 
understand drilling 
problems on the old 
wells and corresponding 
drilling mud systems, 
then you may be fishing 
– which can cost a lot of 
money – or risk losing 
a well. We use Offset 
Drilling Data to optimize 
drilling programs for 
operators and ourselves. 
These plans can help 
reduce drilling time and 
serve clients better.”

Eric Olsen  
President, Jake Oil

“I use Offset Drilling 
Data for any new plays. 
Otherwise, it would take a 
lot more time to find that 
information, and it would 
be a lot less detailed. 
We’ve run into some 
pressure control issues 
that would have been 
much more expensive 
if we didn’t have that 
knowledge before we 
started drilling.”

Richard Miller 
Special Projects Manager 
Intrepid Oil and Gas


